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To all whom it may concern:

I

receive the end of a block manipulating rod
6 which may ordinarily be kept in a suitably

lie it known that I, FREDERICK LOBL, a
subject of the Emperor of Austria, and a shaped space or pocket 7 therefor at one side
the box.
'
resident of Middleboro, in the county of of To
enable the confectionery blocks to be
Plymouth and Commonwealth of Massachu readily manipulated and avoid any tendency
setts,‘ have invented an Improvement in
stick to the receptacle, as in warm weather,
Games, of which the following description, to
bevel the bottom face of the block in oppo
in connection with the accompanying draw Isite
leaving just enough flat sur
ings, is a speci?cation, like characters on the face directions,
to support the block in upright posi

On'
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drawings representing like parts.
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This invention relates to games, and its tion.
Obviously, the object of the game is to
object is to provide a novel type of game of arrange
the blocks so that the letters will
which part, at least, shall be in the form of

confectionery.
In the embodiment of my invention de
scribed and illustrated herein:
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Figure 1 is a plan of the same;
Fig. 2 is a vertical section on the line

2-2 of Fig. 1; and
20

spell the particular word or words for which
they are adapted from any disorganized ar~
rangement of the blocks. The foregoing
described game besides affording the usual
amusement derived from the endeavor to

properly arrange the blocks, is also made
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attractive to many from the
Fig. 3 is a perspective of one of the blocks additionally
fact that the blocks are composed of confec
showing the method of using the same.
tionery or like material which may be eaten

My novel invention comprises, Figs. 1, 2,

a suitable box 1 of any desired size and

when desired.

-

The national" colors shown on the blocks
The box is with
patriotic legends as may be
preferably of such dimensions that it may spelledsuch
thereby,
also appeal to one’s pa
be divided into an equal number of squares

material, herein pasteboard.

triotism and lend additional interest to the
ity of, and in this case eleven, rectangular game.
It is obvious that the foregoing embodi
blocks of confectionery of any preferred ment
of my invention may be modi?ed in
many
detailed respects, all within the spirit
The relative areas of the box 1 and blocks
of the invention and the scope of the ap
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of equal size. \Vithin the box are a plural
30

kind.

‘

'
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2 are such that the area is equal, in this

case, to twelve of the blocks, eleven blocks pended claims, ,
Claims:
being furnished, leaving, therefore, the area
1. A game comprising a receptacle, a plu
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35 of one block vacant.

‘
of edible blocks therein having aper
The blocks may bear any desired insignia rality
for receiving a positioning rod end.
or legend, herein individual letters which, tures
2. A game comprising a receptacle, a plu
when properly positioned, spell the words rality
of blocks of confectionery therein, in 90
“dear America.”
.
signia on the blocks, and apertures in the
The blocks may also be colored to suit blocks
for receiving a positionin rod end
one’s fancy, to add to their attractiveness, for arranging
the blocks and insignia in a
and so ‘far as may be possible without im
desired
order.
pairing the healthfulness of the confectiom I 3. A game comprising a receptacle 1 hav
ery. Herein the blocks bear the nationa ing the legend bearing confectionery blocks

45 colors, red, white anu ‘blue.

, ,
each block having a 1‘0( receiv
To permit the manipulation of the blocks 2ingtherefor,
aperture 5, a manipulating rod (5 there

‘ to arrange them as shown from the initially
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a pocket 7 in the receptacle.
confused condition in which they are adapt for,Inand
testimony
whereof, I have signed my
ed to be placed, without using the ?ngers
name
to
this
speci?cation.
there-for, I have provided the blocks each
FREDERICK LOBL.
with an aperture 5, herein rectangular, to
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